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AGENDA
ITEM

REPORT TITLE PAGE WARD

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

1.  Declarations of Interest

All Members who believe they have a Disclosable 
Pecuniary or other Interest in any matter to be considered 
at the meeting must declare that interest and, having 
regard to the circumstances described in Section 4 
paragraph 4.6 of the Councillors’ Code of Conduct, leave 
the meeting while the matter is discussed. 

CONSTITUTIONAL MATTERS

2.  Minutes of the last meeting held on 28th 
February 2019

1 - 8

3.  Action progress report 9 - 10

4.  Member Questions

(An opportunity for panel members to ask 
questions of the relevant Director / Assistant 
Director, relating to pertinent, topical issues 
affecting their Directorate – maximum of 10 
minutes allocated.)

SCRUTINY ISSUES

5.  Housing Services - Scrutiny Overview Indicators 11 - 20 All

6.  Downsizing - Under Occupation of Social 
Housing

21 - 44 All

7.  Progress with the implementation of the Housing 
Asset Management Strategy

45 - 50 All

ITEMS FOR INFORMATION

8.  Members' Attendance Record 51 - 52

9.  Date of Next Meeting - 24th June 2019



Press and Public

You are welcome to attend this meeting which is open to the press and public, as an observer. You will 
however be asked to leave before the Committee considers any items in the Part II agenda.  Please contact 
the Democratic Services Officer shown above for further details.

The Council allows the filming, recording and photographing at its meetings that are open to the public.  By 
entering the meeting room and using the public seating area, you are consenting to being filmed and to the 
possible use of those images and sound recordings.  Anyone proposing to film, record or take photographs 
of a meeting is requested to advise the Democratic Services Officer before the start of the meeting.  Filming 
or recording must be overt and persons filming should not move around the meeting room whilst filming nor 
should they obstruct proceedings or the public from viewing the meeting.  The use of flash photography, 
additional lighting or any non hand held devices, including tripods, will not be allowed unless this has been 
discussed with the Democratic Services Officer.
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Neighbourhoods and Community Services Scrutiny Panel – Meeting held on 
Thursday, 28th February, 2019.

Present:- Councillors Plenty (Chair), Kelly (Vice-Chair), N Holledge, S Parmar, 
Sabah, A Sandhu and Wright

Non-voting Co-Opted Members:- Paul Fuller and Morris Sless.

Also present under Rule 30:- Councillors Mann, Minhas and Strutton.

Apologies for Absence:- Councillor Rasib

PART 1

47. Declarations of Interest 

Agenda item 7 – Market Lane Road/Hollow Hill Lane Network – Proposals

Councillor Paul Kelly declared a non-pecuniary interest in that he was also a 
South Bucks Councillor.

48. Minutes of the last meeting held on 15th January 2019 

RESOLVED: That the minutes of the meeting held on 15 January 2019 be 
approved as a correct record.

49. Action Progress Report 

Resolved: That it be noted that the Homelessness Plan and action plan had 
been circulated to the Panel. 

50. Member Questions 

Members noted the tabled response to a Member’s question regarding the 
update on the discussion between Bucks County Council and South Bucks 
Council on the closure of Burnham Beeches recycling centre. Two 
supplemental questions were asked on the implications for SBC funding to 
Bucks CC of the reduced operation of the Burnham Beeches recycling centre 
and the potential impact on the Chalvey recycling centre. 

Resolved: That 

1. the response to the member’s question be noted;

2. a response to the supplemental questions be circulated to the Panel.

51. Fly Tipping 
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The Panel received a report on the potential options for tackling fly tipping in a 
more proactive and intelligence-led manner and which provided an update on 
the deployment of CCTV in relation to this.

Members were informed that officers liaised with South Bucks District Council 
on cross-border work although it was predominately a rural matter in South 
Bucks and urban in Slough. Work was undertaken with the Environment 
Agency as appropriate.

In response to comments with regard to raising public awareness, Members 
were informed that members of the public were encouraged to be observant 
and report incidences of fly-tipping. The Council’s Communications Team 
monitored social media and forwarded relevant information to the officers. 
However, an accurate location was not always given and in the absence of 
contact details further action could not be taken. In response to a question the 
Panel was informed that the collection service had been advertised on the 
website and the recent issue of the Slough Citizen.

The Panel discussed the use of CCTV to both discourage fly-tipping and 
identify offenders. In response to a question the Panel was advised that fly 
tipping was a criminal offence and adequate signage was required at any 
monitored area in order to be compliant with the legal framework. Members 
were informed of the use of overt CCTV in a public space such as a town 
centre compared with covert use in areas where controls were required as 
people would not expect to be observed. An officer suggested the use of 
deploying a roving vehicle with CCTV and the Panel thought that this would 
be useful. In response to a question, it was noted that the use of dummy 
cameras was not an option as attempts could be made to rely on it in case of 
emergency.

Members were informed that flytipping was primarily overt and CCTV acted as 
a deterrent. However prosecution was not possible if the CCTV footage was 
unclear, the offender’s face was covered, or the vehicle registration number 
was not visable. Action was taken if sufficient evidence was available. Where 
there was fly-tipping, evidence was sought on the type of waste and its source 
but such work did not always lead to a result. The officers highlighted 
prosecutions that had taken place but stated that such work was labour 
intensive and fly tipping work was a small part of the operatives’ employment.

A Member reported feedback from residents that the recycling centre had 
informed them that use was restricted to one visit per month. He suggested 
that the bin and recycling collections should take place on the same day. The 
officers undertook to clarify the position with Environmental Services.

A Member referred to three hotspots in his Ward which he constantly logged 
for casework. He stated that the use of CCTV had not been a deterrent.

In response to questions by Members, the Panel was informed:
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 the four incursions by Travellers during the current year had been dealt 
with quickly and the areas had been secured by concrete blocks;

 there was a variety of legislation to deal with reported fly tipping on the 
front lawns of houses although where vulnerable people were involved 
work in default could be required;

 work was undertaken in schools but littering and fly tipping was a 
national issue in connection with which the Environment Agency was 
working at full capacity;

 the possible risks associated with the closure of Burnham Beeches 
recycling centre had not been addressed in the report and would be 
discussed with Environmental Services. 

The Chair commended the officers for the work undertaken with regard to 
commercial fly tipping and endorsed the proposed partnership work but 
expressed concern at the regular low level fly tipping. Members supported a 
trial of two to three wards whereby hotspots were identified, signs erected and 
cameras installed should fly tipping continue. 

Recommended:

1.That The recommendations contained in the report be agreed:

1. Options 6.1 to 6.6 be costed in terms of funds and officer time and that 
if assessed as viable that these steps be put in place as soon as 
possible;

2. Preparedness for joint working with partner agencies as detailed in 
option 6.8 during significant peaks be strengthened;

3. Option 6.7 only be considered once the impact of the previous options 
had been fully assessed and in consultation with the Service Lead and 
RIPA Coordinating Officer

Resolved:

1. That officers clarify with Environmental Services:

1. whether the recycling centres informed residents that only one visit per 
month was permitted;

2. the possibility of bin and recycling collections taking place on the same 
day;

3. whether consideration was being given to any risks associated with the 
reduced opening of the Burnham Beeches recycling centre.

2.That a trial of two or three wards take place whereby hotspots were 
identified, signs erected, and cameras installed should fly tipping continue.

52. Rogue Landlords Database and Banning Orders Under Planning and 
Housing Act 2016 
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Members of the Panel considered a report on an update and overview of the 
legislation that came into force on 1 April 2018 and how it could be 
implemented.

An officer introduced the report with particular attention to the lack of a legal 
definition of a rogue landlord and that, as far as it was known, no landlords 
had been placed on the database to date. Civic Penalty Notices had been 
more useful and two such fixed penalty notices totalling £50k had been issued 
against two Slough landlords. 

The Panel was informed that a report was due to be submitted to Cabinet on 
18 March 2019 regarding Homes in Multiple Occupation (HMOs) seeking the 
introduction of a selective licensing scheme.

The criteria for defining a property as an HMO was five or more unrelated 
people residing in a property of more than three storeys. In practice it would 
then be difficult to evidence that five people were in occupation. In response 
to a question, the Panel was advised that Newham Council had registered 
properties by use of its Borough wide HMO licensing policy which used 
different legislation. 

In response to questions from a Member, the Panel noted that:

 the legislation referred to private sector property only;

 private property allocated to tenants by Slough Council which required 
bringing up to standard was dealt with in conjunction with the owner 
and not by rogue landlord legislation;

 the officers aimed to assist in returning properties found to have been 
empty for more than six months back into use;

 investigating HMOs was within the remit of the Private Sector 
Regulatory Team.

Resolved:  That

1. the overview of the Rogue Landlords Database and Banning Orders Under 
Planning and Housing Act 2016 and its implementation be noted and

2. the proposals and forthcoming recommendations in relation to Property 
Licensing Schemes to be submitted to Cabinet in March 2019 be 
supported.

53. Market Lane Road/Hollow Hill Lane Network - Proposals 

The Panel received a report on the planned changes to Market Lane/Hollow 
Hill Lane and the potential impact on the local road network. Representatives 
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from Network Rail were in attendance to enable the Panel to scrutinise its 
plans and intentions.

It was noted that the Department for Transport had put forward an action plan 
for Slough BC and South Bucks DC to work together on the options. The 
options and associated costs following the closure of Hollow Hill Lane would 
be investigated and the study would be presented to the Department for 
Transport (DfT). A briefing for Members to discuss the options would take 
place before determination of which proposals could proceed for further 
evaluation. The study would help the Council understand how any mitigation 
package could be used to alleviate congestion, air quality issues and take into 
account future growth in the surrounding area. The options would be around a 
small area impact including some small, quicker projects and no options 
would be precluded due to cost.

A Network Rail representative outlined the reasons for the recent road closure 
and gave an overview of the transport modelling to date. It was noted that a 
further update would take place once the outputs were available. 

The Chair stated that the experimental six month closure of Hollow Hill Lane, 
whilst being too long, had been informative regarding the ensuing chaos.  
Whilst the need for the temporary closure had been known, the Council 
needed to be aware of proposals with regard to mitigation, alternatives and 
cost for any permanent closure. He requested that the Panel be the first to 
see the results of the traffic survey with attendance by Network Rail 
representatives at a Panel meeting if considered beneficial.

The officer stated that the data from the road closure was going through 
validations and consultants were testing to see if it replicated the previous 
closure and traffic congestion. The next stage would be to look at implications 
and further investigation would take place as to the effectiveness of any 
junction improvements and the required mitigation to resolve any issues. 
Slough BC and South Bucks DC were working in tandem to look at other 
options, including tunnelling, a bridge and road networks, and funding 
including a residual amount to be collectively funded.

A Network Rail representative stated that no specific alternative route had 
been put forward. Twenty junction improvements had been identified but this 
depended on changes in traffic volumes. The implications of the 2022-2028 
impact during construction and post construction were being investigated. 
Network Rail was committed to working with Council officers and further 
meetings would take place before the DSO application with timescales set for 
key intervention points. An all-Party Member briefing would take place 
regarding impact, issues and options.

The Chair stated that there had been strong public feeling at the chaos 
arising from the experimental closure and although it had reopened residents 
were aware that the situation would occur. There was disappointment at the 
proposals for junction improvements as they would not resolve the traffic 
congestion. In order for Members to benefit from a briefing all relevant 
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information such as traffic surveys and the environmental survey needed to 
be circulated in good time beforehand. He sought that all non confidential 
information be made available.

The Major Infrastructure Projects officer stated that the modelling information 
would be shared with the Members. The preliminary environmental impact 
document was very detailed and analysis would be shared on some issues. 
The Network Rail representative stated that information would be condensed. 
He stated that there was a legal requirement for a stand-alone transport 
document and non-technical precis. The Chair stated that he wished to see 
the base documents, 

In response to a question, Members were informed that a delay had arisen 
due to the departure of a senior officer and the time taken to agree the 
removal of specific reference to local plans.

The Chair concluded by stating that if an alternative route was proposed the 
opposition to the scheme would be removed as the closure of Hollow Hill 
Lane was the concern.

Resolved:  That:

1. The proposals contained in the report and presentation be noted;

2. The proposal to hold all Party Member briefings be noted;

3. Arrangements be made for Members to see the scoping brief.

54. Safer Slough Partnership - Update 

The Panel received a report on the work and focus of the Safer Slough 
Partnership. Councillor Mann, the Portfolio Holder for Regulation and 
Consumer Protection, introduced the report and highlighted the work 
undertaken in connection with the Choices Programme and the Modern 
Slavery and Exploitation Group which had raised the profile of the issue. The 
rebranding of the SSP had taken place with the launch of a new logo and 
website. She expressed her thanks to everyone involved in the Partnership.

In response to a question, the Panel was informed that Slough was not 
experiencing the same levels of knife crime as experienced by London 
Boroughs. The Partnership took the issue seriously and had set up focus 
groups. The Police and Crime Commissioner had secured £800k from 
Government of which Slough would receive an element from 1 April 2019. 
The Panel noted that a representative from the Youth Parliament sat on the 
Board.

With regard to the rollout of the Choices Programme to schools, a co-opted 
Member enquired as to how the project was conveyed to Slough children 
attending school outside the Borough and whether speakers included ex-
offenders. The Panel was informed of the aim to extend the project beyond 
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Slough including presentations to partnerships in the Thames Valley.  Once 
the Programme was successfully embedded in Slough work would be 
undertaken with schools in the London Boroughs which pupils from Slough 
attended

In response to concerns raised by a Councillor in attendance at the meeting, it 
was noted that the Modern Slavery and Exploitation Group had launched the 
start of a series of media campaigns focused on raising public awareness in 
Slough. 

RESOLVED:  That the report be noted. 

55. Forward Work Programme 

It was suggested that two of the items on the forward work programme for the 
3 April meeting be deferred. The Key Worker Scheme had not yet been 
embedded and a review of the Home Improvement Agency was due to take 
place shortly.

Resolved – That 

1. the 3 April meeting of the Panel focus on three items
 Housing – performance statistics
 Downsizing
 Review of plans to expand low and medium rise housing;

2. The Key worker housing and Home Improvement Agency items be 
postponed to a future meeting

56. Members' Attendance Record 2018/19 

Resolved – That the attendance record be noted.

57. Date of Next Meeting - 3rd April 2019 

The date of the next meeting was confirmed at 3rd April 2019.

Chair

(Note: The Meeting opened at 6.30 pm and closed at 8.40 pm)
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NEIGHBOURHOODS AND COMMUNITY SERVICES SCRUTINY PANEL

28th February 2019

Minute: Action: For: Report Back To:
Date:

50 Resolved: That a response to the supplemental questions on the 
impact of Burnham Beeches recycling centre be 
circulated to the Panel.

Environmental 
Services

April NCS Scrutiny 
Panel

51 Resolved:  That  officers clarify with Environmental Services:
1. Is it correct that the recycling centres inform residents that 

only one visit per month is permitted?
2. The possibility of bin and recycling collections taking place 

on the same day
3. Whether consideration is being given to the risks associated 

with the reduced opening of the Burnham Beeches recycling 
centre

Environmental 
Services

April NCS Scrutiny 
Panel

53 Resolved: That officers arrange for members to see the scoping 
brief regarding Market Lane Road/Hollow Hill Lane 
Network.

Major Infrastructure 
Projects

April NCS Scrutiny 
Panel
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SLOUGH BOROUGH COUNCIL

REPORT TO: Neighbourhood & Community Services Scrutiny Panel 

DATE: 3rd April 2019

CONTACT OFFICER:   Karan Lewis, Information & Participation Manager

(For all Enquiries)  (01753) 874437

WARD(S):  All

PART I
FOR COMMENT & CONSIDERATION

HOUSING SERVICES SCRUTINY OVERVIEW INDICATORS

1. Purpose of Report

This report provides an update on the Housing Service’s performance regarding 
the agreed indicators. At the meeting on 15th January 2019, the Panel were 
informed that following the restructure of both Neighbourhood Services and 
Strategic Housing Services that took place on the 1st November, all subsequent 
reporting of the Scrutiny Overview Indicators will be presented via the Housing 
Services, Scrutiny Panel report.

2. Recommendation(s)/Proposed Action

The Panel is requested to note the update and make any comments on the
performance of the Housing Services.

3. The Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy, the JSNA and the Five Year Plan

3a Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy Priorities

The Housing Service has an indirect impact on all of the Strategy priorities, but is 
directly linked to the following ones:

 Homelessness and Temporary Accommodation
o Ensuring that Homelessness is prevented and those in Temporary 

Accommodation are there for as short a time as possible.

 Development and Housing Supply
o To ensure there is a sufficient supply of affordable housing.

 Fraud
o Detecting where housing is fraudulently obtained.

Housing Services Performance Indicators are in key areas of operation
and therefore contribute towards the Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy and the
Council’s Five Year Plan.
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3b. Five Year Plan Outcomes

Housing Services also supports the following Five Year Plan outcome directly:

Outcome 3 - Slough will be an attractive place where people choose to live, 
work and stay

Monitor the types and levels of ASB related service request received by Housing 
Services and the appropriate action including utilising all the tools and powers at 
its disposal.

 The number of closure orders.
 The number of Community Protection Notices (CPN’s) issued.
 The number of ASB related cases received (HRA & Private Sector), 

showing top ten case types.

Outcome 4 - Our residents will have access to good quality homes.

 The number of cases where positive action succeeded in preventing 
Homelessness.

 Actual new homes completions in the year against the target figure.
 The number of properties recovered as a result of fraud investigation.
 Fraud interventions in relation to right-to-buys.

Housing Demand - Homelessness:-
The Homeless Reduction Act came into force on 3rd April 2018 which dramatically 
changed the way the Team undertake their roles.

The Housing Demand Team must ensure that new legislation is enforced and 
preventative measures are adhered to with regards to the wellbeing of these 
individuals.

Temporary Accommodation:-
With increasing numbers of Homeless Households in the Borough, it is imperative 
that we are keeping households in TA for as short a time as possible meeting 
Strategic Well Being priorities.

Void Management
The full management responsibility for voids was transferred from Neighbourhood 
Contracts & Business Services to Housing Services on 1st April 2019. This has 
meant Housing Services responsibilities have gone from the allocation of void 
properties to pre-void through to post void management.

Effective management will facilitate efficient turn-around of void properties in 
meeting the demand for good quality Housing. Performance reporting on the key 
process for standard voids will form part of this Scrutiny Panel report.

Development and Housing Supply:-
To ensure that there is sufficient Supply of Affordable housing to meet the 
demands of our community.

Fraud
We are passing any suspicion of fraudulent activity to the relevant department.
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Repairs & Maintenance   
We are monitoring the repair response performance of the three priority categories 
against the set targets as stated within the RMI contract.   
               
Housing Regulation 
Through the delivery of our Housing Regulation responsibilities we identify and 
protect against potential risks and hazards to health and safety from any 
deficiencies identified in dwellings ensuring those in the private sector are in safe, 
good quality housing. The monitoring report highlights the risks identified within the 
private sector and the management of Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs).

Anti-social Behaviour (ASB)
In support of our enforcement role we monitor levels of ASB and two of the powers 
used to tackle ASB, ensuring that Housing Services works effectively with partners 
to protect people who are suffering as a result of the behaviour of others. We 
recognise that ASB is an overarching term to describe a broad range of criminal 
and nuisance behaviour.

4. Other Implications

a) Financial

There are no direct financial implications arising from this report although there 
are budget pressures as a result of the Temporary Accommodation position.

b) Risk Management

There are no current Risk Management Issues arising from this report.

c) Human Rights Act and Other Legal Implications

There are no legal implications to the content of this report. Strategic Housing
Service is fully compliant with all aspects of related legislation.

d) Equalities Impact Assessment

The creation of this report has not required an Equalities Impact Assessment.

5.0 Supporting Information

5.1 At the meeting on 15th January 2019, the Panel were informed that following the 
restructure of both Neighbourhood Services and Strategic Housing Services that 
took place on the 1st November, all subsequent reporting of the Scrutiny Overview 
Indicators detailed in the report being presented and those reported by Strategic 
Housing will be presented in future via the Housing Services, Scrutiny Panel 
report.

5.2 This is the first report since the 15th January informing of the quarter three 
performance of the amalgamated set of indicators. The panel may wish to decide 
how these will be presented in the future (e.g. reporting by exception, covering 
only indicators causing concern). With this being the first amalgamated report 
presented by Housing Services, it was thought that the Panel might also benefit 
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from receiving the whole suite of recently produced monthly performance statistics 
for Housing Services, this can be found as Appendix 1.

5.3 Housing Scrutiny Indicators
The Key Performance figures are the indicators which Scrutiny agreed previously 
and are reported quarterly. The Scrutiny Panel may wish to review these.

5.4 Temporary Accommodation (TA):-
5.5 The number of households in TA at the end of the financial year (2017/18) was 

404 this has fluctuated during 2018 – 19 peaking at 470 at the end of July. At the 
end of quarter three the figure stood at 428.

5.6 Homelessness:-
5.7 The number of approaches from Homeless households was 506 at the end of the 

financial year (2017/18) and since the Homelessness Reduction Act has come into 
force on 3rd April, we have already received 1250 approaches during the first 3 
quarters of 2018 – 19.

End of Financial
Year 17/18

3rd Quarter figures 
– Dec 2018

Comments for Q3

Temporary 
Accommodation 404 428

This is up 52 on the 
equivalent quarter last year, 
but down 18 on quarter two 
this year 

Homelessness - 
Approaches 506 436 The year to date figure at the 

end of Q3 was 1250.

Preventions 86 95
66% of all preventions have 
occurred in quarter three, 
year to date figure at end of 
Q3 was 144 

5.8 Percentage change in the number of homeless applications taken against 
previous year.
Period April 17 – Dec 17 = 328 cases

April 18 – Dec 18 = 394 cases
Change = 20% increase 

5.9 Total Net cost of all Temporary Accommodation in 2017/18
The figure is £1,020,996 without staff costs or any other additional costs.

5.10 Rents
5.11 Percentage of debt that is former Tenant Arrears (end of December 2018)

 £891,116.33   42% of the total Tenants Arrears
 £48,678.11   71% of the total Garage Arrears
 £365,098.72    71% of the Temporary Accommodation Arrears

5.12 Former Tenant Arrears written off
The total amount of write offs were in 3 lots during the year
2017-18 Q1 77 cases £23,431.57
2017-18 Q3 82 cases £39,713.46
2017-18 Q4 88 cases £38,222.74

Total £101,367.77
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2018-19 Q1 £46,815.20
2018-19 Q2 £37,959.45

Total £84,774.65

5.13 The number of council tenant households subject to the benefit cap
Council tenant’s subject to the benefit cap at the end of quarter three was 19. 

5.14 Leasehold Management
5.15 Number of right-to-buys that have been completed this year

8 were completed in quarter three giving a year to date total at the end of Q3 of 
Total 19.

5.16 Voids
5.17 Average re-let time in days (standard void)

The average number of days to re-let a standard void during quarter three was 80 
days, this resulted in a year to date average at the end of Q3 of 106 days. The full 
management responsibility for voids was transferred from Neighbourhood 
Contracts & Business Services to Housing Services on 1st April 2019.

5.18 Repairs & Maintenance
5.19 RMI Performance priority 1 repairs (Emergency repair)

(As contract performance indicator KDI 7)
Quarter three performance was 100%, year to date at end of Q3 99%

5.20 RMI Performance priority 2 repairs (Urgent Responsive repair)
(As contract performance indicator KDI 13)
Quarter three performance was 98%, year to date at end of Q3 97%

5.21 RMI Performance priority 3 repairs (Responsive repair)
(Extracted from contract performance indicator KDI 6 for P3)
Quarter three performance was 97.78%, year to date at end of Q3 97.28%

5.22 Housing Regulation
5.23 The number of CAT1 removed 

The number of category 1 hazard’s removed in quarter three was 13 giving a total 
year to date figure of 60

5.24 Number of enquiries from private sector tenants regarding landlord’s failure 
to repair
50 enquiries were received regarding the number of enquiries from private sector 
tenants regarding landlord’s failure to repair during quarter three, giving a total 
year to date figure of 141

5.25 Number of Mandatory licensed HMO
The number of Mandatory licensed HMOs was 91 at the end of quarter three.

5.26 Anti social behaviour (HRA & Private Sector)
5.27 Number of closure orders

There was 1 closure order in quarter three, making a total year to date figure of 2
5.28 Number of Community Protection Notices (CPN’s)
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The number of community protection notices issued in quarter three increased by 
6 on the previous quarter to 10, making a total year to date figure of 20

5.29 Number of ASB related cases received (HRA & Private Sector), showing top 
ten case types

Qtr 1 Qtr 2 Qtr 3 Qtr 4 Full year
233 282 146 661

201 186 120 507

62 137 27 226

66 61 42 169

39 71 51 161

54 63 33 150

Neighbour dispute     71 55 126

48 40 38 126

36 40 48 124

70 26 96

35 35

21 21

0

Loud rowdy nuisance 
behaviour 

Untaxed Vehicle

Messy 
Garden/Overgrown 

Sub-total 845 1005

Unauthorised access 
to premise

Noise-Single family 
house 

Nuisance neighbour     

Fly Tipping (Private 
Land)  

Rats                      

Planning Application

Type
Vehicles

Fly Tipping (Public 
Land)     

3799

64% 66% 58% #DIV/0! 63%

552 0 2402

Total ASB related 
service requests

1322 1521 956

6.0 Comments of Other Committees

This report has not been considered by any other Committees at Slough Borough 
Council.

7.0 Conclusion

The Panel is requested to consider the performance of the Housing Service and 
discuss its response and any recommendations it may wish to make on that basis.

8.0 Appendices Attached

‘A’ - Housing Services Monthly Performance Table

9.0 Background Papers

Strategic Housing Performance Reports
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1 
 

HOUSING SERVICES  

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE TABLE - 2018/19 

Month: February 2019 

No Key Performance Indicator Year 
Target 

Month 
Actual 

Cumulative 
To Date 

RAG DoT Comment 

1 Homelessness       

1.1 HRA approaches 1500 129 1524 Red  767 open 
cases 

1.2 Homeless cases 481 48 498 Red  Capita 

1.3 Preventions 150 14 194 Green  Capita + 
Jigsaw 

1.4 % Agreed 40% 50% 
(15/30) 

50% 
(211/424) 

Red  Capita 

2 Temporary Accommodation       

2.1 Number in TA 396 60 in 
61 out 

434 Amber  YTD & RAG:  
no. in TA. 

2.1.3 Nightly paid shared acc’(over 6 weeks) 0% -  5% 71% Red  56/79 

2.2 TA arrears (current) £100,000 - £8k £142,195 Red   

2.3 TA arrears (former) £255,000 - £20k £381,266 Red   

3 Housing Applications       

3.1 Number on waiting list (HR) 2575 - 64 2090 Green   

3.2 Applications accepted 612 29 249 Green   

3.3 Applications rejected 468 20 170 Red   

4 Supply       

4.1 Number of Completed units 927  846   2017/18 

4.1.1 Affordable RSL and section 106 
completed units 

100 0 16 Red   

4.1.2 James Elliman homes completed 50 7 62 Green   

4.1.3 Affordable SBC units (affordable/Slough 
living rent/Slough target rent) 

38 0 16 Red   

4.1.4 Private units completed 827  732   2017/18 

5 Lettings       

5.1 Homeless 152 10 114 Red   

5.2 Housing register 264 11 181 Green   

5.3 Transfers 60 4 56 Amber   

5.4 Private 57 8 82 Green  Inc. 41 JEH 
YTD 

6 Rent and arrears       

6.1 
 

Amount of current tenant arrears  £1,025,000 - £15k £1,210,307 Red   

6.2 Percentage in arrears over £120 24% - 27% Red   

6.3 Current arrears rate 2.75% -0.04% 3.37% Red   

7 Complaints/enquiries  
 

     

7.1 Customer complaints  100% 71% 66% Red  Feb: 5/7 

Appendix A 
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No Key Performance Indicator Year 
Target 

Month 
Actual 

Cumulative 
To Date 

RAG DoT Comment 

7.2 Enquiries  100% 88% 80% Red  Feb: 14/16 

7.3 Councillor  100% 77% 73% Red  Feb: 37/48 

7.4 Freedom of information 100% N/A 97% Amber  N/A Feb:N/data 

8 Leasehold Management       

8.1 RTB applications received 120 6 90 Green   

8.2 Number of RTB sales 36 2 23 Green   

8.3 Denials/withdrawals due to anomalies 
on the RTB application 

15 0 17 Green   

8.4 Amount of income generated through 
other income streams 

£9000  £285 £7,390 Red   

8.5 Amount of income generated through 
arranging lease extensions 

£350k  £54,300 £234,700 Red   

8.6 Buybacks  applications received 12 2 15 Green   

8.7 Buybacks completed 12 0 6 Red   

9 Reviews       

9.1 Part 7 reviews received? 50 3 26 Green   

9.2 % Part 7 reviews completed on time 100% 100% 42% Red  Feb: 1/1 
Ave. 86 

days YTD 

9.3 Part 6 reviews received? 120 18 123 Red   

9.4 % Part 6 reviews completed on time 100% 80% 59% Red  Feb: 8/10 

10 Home Improvement Agency       

10.1 Cases received                                    155 31 242 Green   

10.2 Cases completed                                 86 6 80 Green   

10.3 Cases outstanding                              50 - 184 Red   

10.4 Capital spend  Budget: 
£694K 

+ £56k £658k Red   

10.5 Income received £104K + £9k £95k Red   

11 Finance       

11.1 GF Budget – organisation total £1,200,480 + £292k £3,279,270 Red   

12 Voids       

12.1 Voids at month end (standard) 52 -3 9 Green  100 total 
voids 

12.2 Average re-let time in days (standard 
voids) 

35 Days 92 105 Red  NS SOI 

13 Neighbourhood enforcement       

13.1 New service requests  4929 292 4272 Green  N: 35 
S: 29 
E: 43 

R&E: 185 

13.2 Service requests - over 90 days to close 581 48 548 Amber  N: 3 
S: 11 
E: 4 

R&E: 30 

13.3 % service requester reporters – 
contacted within 5 days 

100% 89% 
(259/292) 

84% 
(3571/4272) 

Red  N: 91% 
S: 90% 
E: 98% 

R&E: 86% 
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No Key Performance Indicator Year 
Target 

Month 
Actual 

Cumulative 
To Date 

RAG DoT Comment 

14 Tenancy activity        

14.1 % 1st tenancy visits completed  100% 95% 
(20/21) 

96% 
(195/203) 

Amber  N: 100% 
S: 100% 
E: 88% 

14.2 % 3rd tenancy visits completed 100% 90% 
(19/21) 

94% 
(157/167) 

Amber  N: 100% 
S: 100% 
E: 80% 

14.3 % 3rd tenancy visits completed on time 100% 86% 
(18/21) 

92% 
(154/167) 

Amber  N: 100% 
S: 100% 
E: 70% 

14.4 % tenancy decisions completed on time 100% 79% 
(16/19) 

96% 
(165/171) 

Amber  N: 100% 
S: N/A 
E: 75% 

14.5 %  of tenancy audit visits completed  
(13 per officer per month) 

100%  >100% 
(221/117) 

>100% 
(1684/1267) 

Green  N: >100% 
S: >100% 
E: >100% 

15 Estate management       

15.1 % block/ estate inspections completed 100% 100% 
(30/30) 

100% 
(619/619) 

Green  N: 100% 
S: No insp. 

E: 100% 

15.2 % of block/estate inspections judged to 
be of a “good” standard 

100% 47% 
(14/30) 

61% 
(375/589) 

Red  N: 30% 
S: No insp. 

E: 80% 

15.3 % of blocks receiving a caretaking 
service judged to be of a “good” 
standard 

100% 39% 
(11/28) 

65% 
(467/724) 

Red  N: 35% 
S: No insp. 

E: 50% 

15.4 % lettable garages let 46% - 2% 38% Red  775/1262 

15.5 Percentage of dwellings with a valid gas 
safety certificate 

100% - 100% Green - NS SOI 

16 Tenancy sustainment service       

16.1 Number of cases referred 242 - 328 
bracket 

11 236 Green  N: 6 
S: 3 
E: 2 

16.2 Current live caseload 107 - 119 Red  N: 37 
S: 41 
E: 41 

16.3 % of cases closed with a ‘successful’ 
outcome(s) 

68% 57% 
(8/14) 

60% 
(122/202) 

Red  N: 57% 
S: 40% 

E: 100% 

17 Anti social behaviour       

17.1 New ASB cases  172 11 160 Amber  N: 3 
S: 7 
E: 1 

17.2 % of closed ASB cases resolved 98% 100% 
 

98% Green  N: 100% 
S: 100% 
E: N/A 

17.3 Average number of working days to 
resolve case  

86 151 99 Red  N: 29 
S: 14 

E: 139 

17.4 Number of live ASB cases 22 -3 26 Red  N: 14 
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S: 10 
E: 2 

No Key Performance Indicator Year 
Target 

Month 
Actual 

Cumulative 
To Date 

RAG DoT Comment 

17.5 Number of closure orders 0 - 4 0 2 Green  NS SOI 

17.6 Number of Community Protection 
Notices (CPN’s) 

0 - 20 0 21 Amber  NS SOI 

18 Housing Regulation       

18.1 HMO license applications received 50 4 40 Red   

18.2 HMO licenses issued 40 6 30 Red   

18.3 Number of mandatory licensed HMOs 74  +3 96 Green  NS SOI  

18.4 Service requests received 355 16 323 Amber  (14 non 
HMO/ 2 
HMO) 

18.5 Enquiries from private sector tenants 
regarding landlords failure to repair 

240 27 202 Green  NS SOI 

18.6 CAT 1 hazards removed 76 4 84 Red   

18.7 CAT 2 hazards reduced 150 10 150 Red   

19 Repairs & Maintenance       

19.1 RMI Performance priority 1 repairs 
(Emergency repair) 

95% 100% 98% Green N/A NS SOI 

19.2 RMI Performance priority 2 repairs 
(Urgent Responsive repair) 

95% 96% 97% Green N/A NS SOI 

19.3 RMI Performance priority 3 repairs 
(Responsive repair) 

97% 97% 97% Green N/A NS SOI 

20 Recharges       

20.1 Number of and total value of recharges 
invoiced 

N/A for 
18/19 

0 0   NS SOI 

 

Key: 

Red Year to date figure is outside 10% of target. 

Amber Year to date figure is within 10% of target. 

Green Year to date figure is meeting target. 
 Month figure has a higher performance than the previous month. 
 Month figure has a lower performance than the previous month. 
 No change in monthly performance.  

- No change month on month.  

N/A Data not available. 

N North team 

S South team 

E East team 

R&E Resilience and enforcement team 
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SLOUGH BOROUGH COUNCIL

REPORT TO:  Neighbourhoods & Community Services Scrutiny Panel   

DATE: Wednesday, 3rd April 2019

CONTACT OFFICER:  Colin Moone, Service Lead, Housing (People) Services
 
(For all enquiries)  (01753) 474057

     
WARD(S): All

PART I
FOR COMMENT AND CONSIDERATION

DOWNSIZING - UNDER OCCUPATION OF SOCIAL HOUSING

1 Purpose of Report

1.1 This report provides Scrutiny with an update on Council lettings activity and in 
particular concerning offers of accommodation to tenants wanting to downsize (move 
to smaller accommodation). This follows a revision in the Council’s Housing 
Allocation Scheme and the Tenants Incentive Scheme (money to move). Statistical 
information given is for the period 1st April 2018 to 31st March 2019.

2      Recommendation(s)/Proposed Action
  
2.1 The Neighbourhoods & Community Services Scrutiny Panel is requested to note the 

report and the ongoing work targeting this particular group. 

3 The Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy, the JSNA and the Five Year Plan

3a    Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy Priorities 

Housing is one of the key priorities of Slough’s Joint Wellbeing Strategy (SJWS)
It contributes to reducing equalities in health through access to high quality housing. 
There are clear links between housing and the JSNA priorities around improving 
health conditions so people can manage their own health and wellbeing and live 
independently in their communities. 

3b Five Year Plan Outcomes 

          Outcome 4 of the Five Year Plan states: “Our residents will have access to good 
quality homes”.  A commitment in the plan was to improve opportunities for social 
housing tenants to downsize to more suitable homes. 

3c Housing Strategy
 

Slough's Housing Strategy 2016-2021 sets out the council's shared vision and 
priorities to provide sufficient, good quality, affordable housing. 

The strategy committed to develop proposals for the more effective use of
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council homes by increasing the number of tenants choosing to downsize when 
their family circumstances change.

It also undertook a formal review of the scheme for the allocation of social housing 
in Slough. The review was completed and a revised scheme was implemented in 
May 2018.

4 Other Implications

(a) Financial 

There are no direct financial implications of proposed action.

(b) Risk Management 

There are no risk management implications arising from this report.
   

(c) Human Rights Act and Other Legal Implications 

There are no Human Rights or other Legal Implications arising from this report.

(d) Equalities Impact Assessment

The Council has a public sector duty under the Equalities Act 2010 to eliminate 
discrimination, harassment and victimisation and to promote equality of opportunity to 
all persons and to those who share a protected characteristic under the legislation. 
A full EIA was undertaken in preparation for a review of the housing allocations 
scheme and is available on request.

(e) Workforce 

There are no workforce implications. 

5 Supporting Information

5.1 The Housing Allocations Scheme 2018-2022 awards an additional preference (Band      
B) to tenants under occupying a family sized home. It also gives an urgent preference 
(Band A) when a Slough Borough Council tenant has succeeded to a tenancy and 
the property is too large for their needs.

5.2 The Council identified 215 Slough Borough Council tenants under occupying a family 
sized home - using housing benefit records - and approached them directly in 
October 2018 asking if they would like to downsize. There is no statutory requirement 
for secure tenants to downsize.  There was a limited response of five tenants joining 
the housing register after the mailshot - bringing the total number of applicants to 39. 
However, the introduction of flexible fixed term tenancies can enforce this 
requirement enabling better use of stock. 

5.3 Promotion of the scheme is carried out on a regular basis via the Council’s bi-monthly 
tenant’s newsletter Housing Highlights (previously Streets Ahead). Posters and 
leaflets promoting the scheme have been displayed at key locations such as libraries, 
community centres and local access points.  Neighbourhood Housing Officers, Rent 
Recovery Officers etc, also promote the scheme to tenants.
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        This financial year (2018-19), 25 council tenants moved into a smaller home freeing 
up a total of 40 bed spaces. Of these moves 7 represented people who had the right 
to succeed to a council tenancy but were required to downsize. 

Case Study 1

Mrs X occupied a four bedroom council property. She had been a council tenant 
since 2008. Four out of her five children had left home. Mrs X required a specialist 
property due to her remaining daughter’s disability. 

Mrs X’s application was assessed as urgent and she was placed in Band A.
The Council was able to build a two bedroomed bungalow on an existing garage site. 
Although the wait for this family was just over three years the new property was built 
to a high specification to meet the long term needs of the tenant’s daughter. 

The resulting 4 bedroom vacancy was then allocated to a family on the housing 
register living in private rented accommodation. The family urgently required a 
specialist property due to the disability needs of the applicant. This chain of letting 
demonstrates how the council can best use its scarce housing resources to deal with 
complex needs.

Case Study 2 

Mr Y, aged 87, occupied a two bedroom council house and had been a tenant since 1965. 
He was now the sole occupant of the property.  Mr Y felt that he could no longer climb the 
stairs and asked for a ground floor property with a shower. Mr Y refused the first property 
offered as it was not really what he had wanted. A second offer was made and Mr Y 
accepted.

The resulting vacancy has been offered to a homeless family currently residing in temporary 
accommodation. 

One offer only

Members concerns about the consequences of a one offer only policy were noted. Some 
members had additional concerns about under occupiers on the register. The policy allows 
officers some discretion when dealing with the refusal of offers made to under occupiers. 
No under occupiers have been cancelled as a direct result of refusing an offer. 

Tenants Incentive (Money to Move) Scheme  

The Council has also increased payments made under the Tenants Incentive Scheme.  A 
payment of £2,000 per bedroom released is now paid. 

Lettings made to tenants who downsized: 

2018-19 25
2017-18 24
2016-17 31
2015-16 28
2014-15 21
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6 Conclusion 

6.1 Cabinet approved the Housing Allocations Policy on 16th April 2018. The Council 
implemented a new scheme on 1st May 2018 for the Allocation of social housing 
following an undertaking to do so in its outcome plan. Housing Services will continue 
to target under occupiers and make offers of appropriate housing. 

7 Appendices Attached (if any) 

‘A’ Housing Allocation Scheme

‘B’ Tenants Incentive Scheme

8 Background Papers

   None 
.
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Housing Allocation Scheme

2018-2022

Effective 1 May 2018
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Housing Allocation Scheme 2013-2018

www.slough.gov.uk 1
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Section 1 
Equality and diversity

Slough Borough Council has a long commitment to
progressing the equalities agenda; our track record
in delivering culturally sensitive, equitable services
to an increasingly diverse community is strong. The
council seeks to foster an environment in which a
person has an equal entitlement to high quality
services, employment and opportunities for
personal development, regardless of ethnic or racial
origin, religion or belief, disability, age, gender,
gender reassignment, sexual orientation or family
circumstance.

Section 2
The housing register

Slough Borough Council will operate a managed
Housing Register and will accept onto the Housing
Register only those applicants who are over 16 and:

• Who meet the eligibility criteria 

• Who qualify by meeting the reasonable
preference criteria

• Do not fall into an ineligible non-qualifying
category

Applicants who meet these criteria and are
accepted onto the housing register will be placed
into one of three bands.

The band they will be placed in will be determined
by their circumstances. Additional preference will
be awarded to applicants who meet the criteria set
out within this scheme.

Applicants who are aged 16/17 year old will not
normally qualify for an allocation until reaching the
age of 18.  

Applicants must be able to demonstrate their ability
to meet any rental costs associated with an offer of
social housing.  

It should be noted that the allocations scheme
cannot cover every eventuality. In special cases
where there are exceptional circumstances, the
service lead for strategic housing services has
discretionary power to award exceptional priority
and approve offers of housing, taking into
consideration all factors relevant to housing and
social needs. Where this document refers to rules
and criteria for determining priority and eligibility
for housing, subject to any legal constraints,
discretionary powers may be used to deal with
special cases which may need to be treated as
exceptional. 

To make sure the allocations scheme is operating
fairly and within the law, the director of place and
development, in consultation with the cabinet
member for housing, will be able to approve any
minor amendments to the scheme. 

Our policy on choice 

When making an application to join the housing
register, qualifying applicants and members of
their household, will be making an application to
be housed:

a. Anywhere within the borough of Slough

b. In any tenure or tenancy type which meets their
needs, whether council managed
accommodation or a registered provider,
normally a housing association 

c. In any size and type of property which meets
the needs of the qualifying applicant and their
household, as determined in this allocation
scheme 

Where more than one eligible applicant wishes to
have a shared application, they will be joint
applicants. Where applicants are applying jointly,
both applicants must meet the qualification criteria. 
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All eligible and qualifying applicants will be placed
on the register but when the council comes to
decide what size or type of property the applicant is
to be considered for, it will take account of whether
other members of the applicant’s household are
eligible or qualifying persons. The council will also
take into account a number of factors in making a
decision on allocation.

For the purpose of the scheme, the following
persons may be considered on the application:

• A care worker - where there is an identified
need for a resident full time carer

• Dependant adult - where a relative requiring
care normally resides with the applicant and
there are no other housing options to consider

• Husband/wife/partner/civil partner

• Dependant children - this means the main
applicant provides for the child and is in receipt
or would normally qualify for Child Benefit
and/or Tax Credits or other welfare benefits
that include an element of provision for the
dependent child.

The council will not accept the same children on
more than one application and will not accept
children who are housed elsewhere. A divorced or
separated parent, who has staying access with a
child or children, may not include them on his or
her application. In the case of children, the test of
normal residence as a member of the family will
require residence as opposed to “staying” or
“staying contact”, even in cases of joint custody or
joint residence or similar orders. 

If the applicant’s household includes only eligible
and qualifying members, due to the high demand
for large properties, the council may not include
certain members of the household, such as non-
dependant adult children, other adult relatives,
non-relatives or lodgers, when determining what
size or type of accommodation the applicant will be
considered for in this scheme. Adult non-
dependants are strongly advised to make an
application in their own right. The council will take
into consideration any non-dependant who is part
of a statutory homeless family, only if no other
solution can be offered. 

In the case of large households, which may
therefore not be accommodated together under
this scheme, the council may discuss with the
applicant how best the other members of the
household may obtain accommodation, whether
from the council or otherwise.

Section 3
Eligibility

Eligibility to join the Housing Register is determined
nationally by law. The categories that are not
eligible are set out in the Housing Act 1996 Part 6
section 160ZA (as amended) and in regulations
made under that section. Applicants covered by
those categories below will not be registered.

Section 160ZA reads:

Allocation only to eligible and qualifying persons:
England

(1) A local housing authority in England shall not
allocate housing accommodation:

a. to a person from abroad who is ineligible for
an allocation of housing accommodation by
virtue of subsection (2) or (4), or 

b. to two or more persons jointly if any of them
is a person mentioned in paragraph (a)

(2) A person subject to immigration control within
the meaning of the Asylum and Immigration
Act 1996 is ineligible for an allocation of
housing accommodation by a local housing
authority in England unless he is of a class
prescribed by regulations made by the
Secretary of State 

(3) No person who is excluded from entitlement to
housing benefit by section 115 of the
Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 (exclusion
from benefits) shall be included in any class
prescribed under subsection (2) 
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(4) The Secretary of State may by regulations
prescribe other classes of persons from abroad
who are ineligible to be allocated housing
accommodation by local housing authorities in
England

Persons who fall into these categories will not be
considered by the council to be part of the
household of an applicant, even if the applicant is
themselves eligible.

If a person who has been admitted to the register
ceases to be eligible, applying the above criteria, he
or she will be removed from the register.

Section 4
Who qualifies for the register  

Eligible applicants on the register will be those who
(either by themselves or by the inclusion of a
household member on their application form) fall
within the persons accorded a statutory reasonable
preference category. For these purposes, the
council will apply the national categories of
reasonable preference set out in the legislation.
Those categories are:

(see Housing Act 1996, 166A (3))

a. People who are homeless (within the meaning
of Housing Act 1996 Part 7) 

b. People who are owed a duty by any local
housing authority under Housing Act 1996
section 190(2), 193(2) or 195(2) (or under section
65(2) or 68(2) of the Housing Act 1985) or who
are occupying accommodation secured by any
such authority under section 192(3)

c. People occupying insanitary or overcrowded
housing or otherwise living in unsatisfactory
housing conditions 

d. People who need to move on medical or
welfare grounds (including any grounds
relating to a disability) 

e. People who need to move to a particular
locality in the district of the authority, where
failure to meet that need would cause hardship
(to themselves or to others)

Section 5
Who does not qualify for the

register 

Even if an applicant is eligible and would have
satisfied the reasonable preference criteria, they
will not be admitted to the housing register (and
therefore will not qualify for an allocation) if they
come within one of the following class of person,
which the council has decided are classes of non-
qualifying persons for the purposes of this scheme.

1. Applicants or those who can reasonably be
expected to reside as part of their household,
who have been convicted of housing or welfare
benefit related fraud, where that conviction is
unspent under the Rehabilitation of Offenders
Act 1974. Any person may re-apply once this
conviction is spent.

2. Applicant(s) who have a joint gross household
income exceeding £55,000.  

3. Applicants or members of their household that
have over £20,000 in savings, investments or
equity. Monies that are gifted or transferred to
another will be taken into consideration when
assessing assets.

4. Applicants or members of their household who
have been guilty of unacceptable behaviour,
which makes them unsuitable to be a tenant.
Includes but is not limited to:

a. Persistent failure to pay rent and/or service
charges 

b. Anti social behaviour perpetrated by the
applicant or a member of his or her
household which has caused a nuisance 

c. Illegal or nuisance behaviour that has
required Police or legal intervention 
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d. Threats of and/or actual violence to any
persons or members of their household 

e. Racial harassment or hate crime

f. Obtaining a tenancy by deception and/or
attempting to obtain a tenancy by fraud or
deception

When making decisions regarding
unacceptable behaviour, the council will
consider when the unacceptable behaviour
took place. Consideration will be given to the
length of time that has elapsed and whether
there has been a change in circumstances or
behaviour. 

5. Applicants who have been made one suitable
offer of a secure (or introductory/starter) or
assured tenancy anywhere within the borough
of Slough, who have failed to accept the offer.
Applicants and members of their household
who have failed to accept a suitable and
reasonable offer will be cancelled from the
Register for a period of no less than 24 months. 

6. Applicants who have accepted a suitable offer
of a secure (or introductory/starter) or assured
tenancy anywhere within the borough of
Slough and have then terminated their tenancy
within a 24 month period of the tenancy
starting.

7. Applicants who have refused a suitable offer of
an Assured Shorthold Tenancy made through
the council’s Social Lettings Agency or Rent
Deposit Scheme.

8. Applicants or members of their household that
have any housing related debt, including rent
arrears or mortgage arrears, in respect of their
current property or previous accommodation
(This may be waived if agreement has been
reached to clear the debt through a payment
plan and this has been adhered to for a
reasonable period). The council will consider a
period of up to 10 years prior to applying to the
Register and consideration will be given to
applicants with mitigating circumstances. In
the case of private accommodation, references
may be sought from previous
landlords/lenders.

9. Tenants who have failed to maintain their
homes, have caused damage to their home or
have breached the terms of their tenancy, either
by their own behaviour or that of a member of
their household. 

10. Applicants who reside in Slough but have been
placed in:

a. Temporary accommodation or assured
shorthold accommodation by another
council or Housing Association or agents,
acting on their behalf

b. Institutional or residential accommodation
by any other local authority, housing
provider, health service or specialist
provider

11. Any applicant who has committed acts of
violence and/or aggression against any
employee of the council. Any person using
threats (verbal or other) or actual violence
towards council staff will be removed from the
register or will not be allowed to join the
register. 

12. Applicants or any members of their household
who have previously purchased their home
through right to buy/acquire (in the last 10
years), will also not be allowed to join the
Register.

13. Applicants or any member of their household
who own property in this country or abroad.
This includes and is not limited to:

a. Those who are acquiring or have an interest
in a freehold or leasehold residential
property, including any property purchased
under the right to buy/acquire/shared
ownership/equity scheme 

b. Those who may have gifted a residential
property or equity to another within the last
10 years

c. Those who own or part own a houseboat or
a fixed site mobile home

d. Those who have a financial interest in any
such property where there are unresolved
legal or financial issues 
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14. Secure, assured, flexible or fixed term tenants,
holding a joint tenancy, where one tenant is
absent.  

15. Applicants who have continuously lived in
Slough for less than five years up to and
including the date of their application or the
date on which a decision is made on their
application whichever is the later. 

The requirement of five year continuous
residence may not apply where the applicant or
any member of the applicant’s household, falls
into one of the following:

a. Forces applicants meeting additional
preference

b. A person who:

i. is already a secure or introductory
tenant of the council or of any other
local housing authority in England, or
who is already an assured tenant of
housing accommodation held by a
private register provider of social
housing in England and 

ii. works in the district of the council or has
been offered work in the council’s
district and the council is satisfied that
he or she has a genuine intention of
taking up the offer of work (work or an
offer of work which is short-term or
marginal, ancillary to work in another
district or voluntary work will not be
considered as “work” for these
purposes) and

iii. has a need to move to a particular
locality in the council’s district because
of (ii) above.

c. Victims of domestic abuse escaping violence
from another area and currently living in a
charitable registered refuge in Slough

d. A person with a custodial sentence who
would otherwise meet the residence criteria 

e. A young person immediately taking a
higher education course after leaving
secondary education and who would
otherwise meet the residence criteria 

f. Households who have been awarded
Reasonable Preference under the Housing
Act 1996 Part VII s.193(2)

g. Relevant and looked after children residing
in Slough

h. Key workers 

Priority on the register 

Applications will be placed into one of three bands,
as per assessment by the allocations officer.  

The three bands are:

Band A - urgent need 

The council will consider whether a person has a
need to move due to an urgent circumstance:

1. Where an applicant, or any member of his or
her household, has a life-threatening illness or
disability and the accommodation occupied
poses an immediate and exceptional risk of
serious harm

2. Where an applicant is in severely overcrowded
accommodation which poses a serious health
hazard and that housing need cannot be met
by other options, such as renting in the private
sector. The property occupied must be
insufficient by at least three bedrooms, as per
the standard the council uses to allocate
property. The council will consider if severe
overcrowding has been brought about
intentionally to gain any advantage  

3. Where an applicant or any member of his or her
household requires urgent re-housing on
welfare grounds as a result of violence or
threats of violence, including intimidated
witnesses and those escaping serious anti-
social behaviour or domestic violence

Band A Urgent or exceptional need to move

Band B Need to move due to reasonable
preference and additional preference

Band C Need to move due to reasonable
preference
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4. Where the local authority have served a
demolition or prohibition order under the
Housing Health and Safety Rating system where
category 1 hazards exist and cannot be rectified
and continuing to occupy the accommodation
will pose a significant and immediate risk to the
applicant’s health or any member of his or her
household    

5. Where a Slough Borough Council tenant has
succeeded to a tenancy and the property is too
large for their needs 

6. Slough Borough Council tenants who are
required to move due to the redevelopment of
their homes or where major works are required

7. Agreed statutory homeless cases in temporary
accommodation where there is an urgent need
to free up accommodation 

8. Where the service lead has agreed an
exceptional case

The Housing Needs Panel will make decisions
concerning the award of urgent needs. The
allocation manager in conjunction with the
temporary accommodation team will prioritise the
need to move an agreed homeless household.  

Access to the housing needs panel is made on a
strict referral basis. For Slough Borough Council
tenants, neighbourhood housing officers will refer
those experiencing urgent management problems.
All other cases will be referred by the allocations
officer. 

The panel is made up of at least three of the
following core representatives:

• Housing allocations manager or equivalent
(Chair)

• Neighbourhood housing manager  

• Community mental health - housing
representative

• Specialist health visitor 

• Senior occupational therapist

In the case of a split decision, the chair will have the
final decision.

If required qualified medical opinion will be sought
from the council’s independent medical advisor
(IMA). 

Additional preference - Band B 

The scheme allows the council to give additional
preference to particular descriptions of people who
are already within the reasonable preference
categories. Taking into account local priorities and
circumstances, the council have identified the
following descriptions of people to give additional
preference. 

1. Applicants making a community contribution,
as defined below:

a. Working Households - Applicants where at
least one applicant is in employment. For
the purposes of this scheme ‘employment’
means:

• Single applicants working 16 hours or
more per week

• Joint applicants working 24 hours or
more per week 

Employment must be in the UK and for a
continuous period of six months up to the point
of application and the same at the point of
offer. The council will disregard a period of up
to three months whereby an applicant ends
employment and becomes a job seeker and
finds other employment within this timeframe.
Workers employed in educational
establishments will not be penalised for unpaid
holiday closures.      

b. Training and Education - Applicants where
at least one applicant is in training or
education. For the purpose of this scheme
studying or training means:

• Single applicants studying or training
16 hours or more per week

• Joint applicants studying or training 24
hours or more per week
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Studying or training must be in the UK and for a
continuous period of six months up to the point
of application and the same at the point of
offer.  It must also be work related and lead to a
recognised qualification. It may also be
supplementary to any requirement by an
employer.

c. Volunteering - Applicants where at least
one applicant is volunteering. For the
purpose of this scheme, volunteering
means:

• Single applicants volunteering 16 hours
or more per week

• Joint applicants volunteering 24 hours
or more per week 

Volunteering must be for a continuous period of
at least six months up to the point of
application and the same at point of offer.
Volunteering must be on a formal basis and for
an organisation accredited by the Slough
Council for Voluntary Services.

2. Young people aged 16 to 21 (or up to 24 if in
further/higher education), who have housing,
or support needs and who have left or are due
to leave the care of Slough Borough Council.

3. Single applicants leaving residential care.

4. Applicants who have been approved by Slough
Borough Council to foster or adopt and have an
existing track record of fostering or adopting
for not less than two years.

5. Armed forces applicants with urgent housing
needs  who fall within the criteria for additional
preference set out in section 166A(3) of the
Housing Act 1996 as amended.This is applicable
to a person who:

a. Is serving in the regular forces and is
suffering from a serious injury, illness or
disability which is attributable (wholly or
partly) to the person’s service

b. Formerly served in the regular armed forces

c. Has recently ceased, or will cease to be
entitled, to reside in accommodation
provided by the Ministry of Defence
following the death of that person’s spouse
or civil partner where the spouse or civil
partner who has served in the regular
forces; and whose death was attributable
(wholly or partly) to that service; or 

d. Is serving or has served in the reserve
forces and who is suffering from a serious
injury, illness or disability which is
attributable (wholly or partly) to the
person’s service

6. Households who have actively and positively
engaged with the council’s troubled families
programme and have shown real progression
within the programme.

7. Social housing tenants who are under
occupying a secure or assured tenancy that
require a move to smaller accommodation.
Private registered providers must agree that
the resulting vacancy is given to the council as
a nomination for another household in need on
the councils housing register.

8. The Right to Move - local housing authorities
are required by law to give additional priority to
applicants who meet the criteria as set out
within the Allocation of Housing (Qualification
Criteria for Right to Move) (England)
Regulations 2015. 

The council will take into consideration:

• The distance and/or time taken to travel
between work and home  

• The availability and affordability of transport,
taking into account level of income 

• The nature of the work and whether similar
opportunities are available closer to home

• Single applicants must be contracted to work 16
hours or more per week and joint applicants for
24 hours or more per week 

• Other personal factors, such as medical
conditions and child care, which would be
affected if the tenant could not move 
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When a tenant has been offered a job and
needs to move to take it up, they must be able
to demonstrate a genuine intention to take up
an offer of work. The council will need to verify
evidence that confirms the intention, which
could include a contract of employment or a
formal offer letter. The council may contact the
employer to verify an application at the point of
joining the housing register and also when
considering an offer of a property.

9. Households assessed with a need to move on
medical grounds where the current housing
conditions are having an adverse impact on the
medical condition of the applicant or a member
of the applicant’s household. The condition or
disability will be severe and remaining in the
current home will contribute to deterioration in
health. Such needs may relate to:

• A  mental illness or disorder

• A physical or learning disability

• Chronic or progressive medical conditions
(e.g. MS, HIV/AIDS)

• Infirmity due to old age  

If required qualified medical opinion will be
sought from the Council’s independent medical
advisor (IMA).

10. Households who have been awarded
Reasonable Preference under the Housing Act
1996 Part VII s.193(2) and meet the qualification
criteria for the scheme

11. Key worker - the council is aware that there are
some vital services, for example in education
and social care, which are being hampered in
their recruitment of key staff because of the
difficulty of securing suitable and affordable
accommodation.  

The council plans to adopt a scheme for
assisting key workers who may not be able to
afford to buy a home or to pay market rents.
Key workers can also be prioritised for other re
housing opportunities including shared
ownership schemes with our housing partners
and affordable rented homes through the
council’s subsidiary housing company.  

The scheme will only apply to those with an
identified recruitment and retention need.       

Reasonable preference - Band C

The council will apply the national categories of
reasonable preference set out in the legislation.  

1. Households who and have been awarded
Reasonable Preference under the Housing Act
1996 Part VII s.193(2) and do not meet the
qualification criteria for the scheme

2. People who are owed a duty by any local
housing authority under Housing Act 1996
section 190(2), 193(2) or 195(2) (or under section
65(2) or 68(2) of the Housing Act 1985) or who
are occupying accommodation secured by any
such authority under section 192(3) 

3. Households occupying overcrowded housing.
Overcrowding means the property is
insufficient by one bedroom of the standard the
council uses to allocate property. Where a
property has two separate living/reception
rooms, the second and any subsequent living
room will be counted as a bedroom for the
purpose of assessing overcrowding. Applicants
who choose to sublet may not meet this criteria 

4. Households occupying insanitary housing
conditions and lack or share kitchen, bathroom
and toilet facilities with a separate household.
Applicants who choose to sublet may not meet
this criteria

5. Households who need to move to a particular
locality in the district of the authority, where
failure to meet that need would cause hardship
(to themselves or to others)

6. People living in supported hostel
accommodation

If a person who has been admitted to the register
ceases to qualify applying the above criteria, he or
she will be removed from the register.
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Section 6
Offers of accommodation

Properties becoming available for allocation under
this scheme will normally be treated as available for
letting to qualifying applicants in a particular band
or bands. Such a property will be allocated to the
applicant who has waited longest in the relevant
band, unless there are circumstances that support
the objective of effectively matching available
housing stock. Such exceptions are:

• When a property becomes available which is
suitable for an individual applicant who has
specific needs, in particular relating to a
disability or medical condition or for extra care
accommodation

• When dealing with under-occupation or
assisting a transfer chain

• When decanting tenants whose homes are to
be included in regeneration programmes or
have major works 

• Where there are a defined permitted number of
persons allowed to occupy a property 

• Where a sensitive let is required

• Where there is an exceptional circumstance 

• Key worker 

In these or similar circumstances, a senior officer
will need to agree that the applicant may be
allocated the property ahead of applicants who
have waited longer. 

Size, type and suitability of housing offers

Those accepted onto the housing register will be
given one offer of suitable accommodation.

If a council or housing association tenant is
prepared to move to a property with fewer
bedrooms then it is in the council’s interest to
ensure that a move is facilitated as quickly as
possible. The number of direct offers made will be
at the discretion of the allocations team. 

All other applicants who have failed to accept one
suitable offer of accommodation will be removed
from the housing register. 

The council are unable to consider pet ownership
when allocating property, unless it is a registered
assistance animal such as a guide dog. Any refusal
of an offer of accommodation on these grounds will
be considered as unreasonable. 

Due to the limited supply of accommodation in the
borough, we are unable to consider the personal
parking requirements of applicants.

The property size that will be allocated for a
particular household will be assessed according to
the following guidelines and will be based only on
the actual household composition. The council uses
the Government’s bedroom standard for housing
benefit. In some cases the council will count any
second living room as a bedroom for allocation
purposes.   

Applicants are normally entitled to a bedroom each
for the following groups:

• Single or co-habiting couple

• Any child over the age of 16 years

• Any two children of the same sex under the
age of 16 years

• Any two children any sex aged under the age
of 10

• A disabled child who cannot share a bedroom
with another child      

• A resident care worker 

Applicants offered property due to the
redevelopment of their homes or where major
works are required will be entitled to the bedroom
number on a like for like basis of their current
home. 

The council will discharge any duty owed under
s.193 (2) where one offer of accommodation is
refused. The offer will constitute the final offer for
the purposes of s.193(7). 
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Each year the council will publish the number of lets
made to each band by bedroom size.
Consideration will always be given to applicants in
higher priority bands. Applicants in Band A will
always be considered first followed by those with
an additional preference, Band B and then a
reasonable preference, Band C. 

Transfer chains

In order to maximise the use of our stock and meet
the needs of as many applicants as possible, the
process of establishing transfer chains will be
supported. Transfer chains may also be used to
enable a particular type, size or location of property
to be made available for a specific priority housing
need. A transfer chain is created when an identified
‘chain’ of social housing tenants is waiting to move
into the next property in the chain. To ease this
process, the council will consider offering a suitable
vacancy to the tenants at the head of the chain,
enabling everyone in the chain to move.

Older persons accommodation

In order to qualify for older person’s
accommodation, all applicants must meet the
qualifying criteria as set out in the scheme.

In addition the applicant(s) must meet the
following qualifying criteria:

1. Be a minimum age of 50  

Extra Care housing for the over 55’s will be
considered on the basis of care and support needs. 

Local lettings plans

New affordable and social housing developments
(both housing association and council and through
an agreed partnering arrangement) and some
existing estates or communities, may be subject to
a local lettings policy adopted by the council.

A local lettings policy will set criteria for
nominations or allocations (including transfers,
beneficial transfers and moves due to best use of
stock) to homes in the relevant area, aimed at
achieving or maintaining balanced and sustainable
communities or to address or prevent management
problems and/or antisocial behaviour.

Priority will also be given in a local lettings policy to
households opting to downsize. 

Section 166A(6)(b) of the Housing Act 1996 enables
local housing authorities to allocate a particular
accommodation to people of a particular
description, whether or not they fall into the
reasonable preference category. This section
enables the council to set aside homes on a
particular estate or certain types of properties
across the housing stock, for applicants who meet
specific criteria, as set out in a local lettings plan
applicable to those properties.

Section 7
Administration of the scheme

The guide ‘How the scheme works’ will outline all
the procedural elements for the scheme.

Following receipt and processing of an application,
applicants will be informed in writing as to whether
or not:

1. They have met the eligibility criteria 

2. They have met the reasonable preference criteria 

3. They are in a non-qualifying class 

4. They have been registered on the housing
register (if so, with the date of registration)

5. Any additional preference has been awarded  

If requested by applicants, the council will provide
in writing:

• Information relating to decisions taken based
upon the facts of the case which determine
whether or not to allocate particular housing

• Information providing, and as far as is possible,
the predicted waiting time until
accommodation is likely to become available.
The time period an applicant on the housing
register is likely to have to wait is difficult to
predict due to the unpredictable availability of
suitable properties and varying volume of
applications  
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Requesting a review

1. An applicant may request a review of the
decision within 21 days of the original decision:

a. Whether or not the offer made to them is
suitable 

b. That they are ineligible to join the housing
register for an allocation due to them being
subject to immigration control (160ZA (2))

c. That they are not a person qualifying to join
the housing register

d. That any particular facts are or are not
going to be taken into account in
considering whether to allocate them
accommodation 

2. The applicant shall be notified in writing of the
decision of the review and the grounds for that
decision. The council aims to respond to review
requests within 56 days. 

3. An applicant found not eligible or to be non-
qualifying may make a fresh application if they
feel that they should be treated as an eligible or
qualifying applicant. A new application will only
be considered should there be a material
change in circumstances, which would reverse
the original decision. 

There is no further right to a review of a decision. If
an applicant remains dissatisfied, they may seek
independent legal advice. Applicants may also
pursue a complaint through the council’s formal
complaints procedure. If they remain dissatisfied,
having done so, they may then take their case to
the Housing Ombudsman. 

Fraud prevention

Housing Act 1996 Section 171 makes it an offence
for anyone seeking assistance from a housing
authority under Part 6 of the 1996 Act to: 

• Knowingly or recklessly give false information

• Knowingly withhold information which the
housing authority has reasonably required the
applicant to give 

Ground 5 in Schedule 2 of the Housing Act 1985 (as
amended by section 146 of the 1996 Act) enables a
housing authority to seek possession of a tenancy
granted as a result of a false statement by the
tenants or a person acting as the tenant’s
instigation. The same test applies to assured
tenants of private registered providers of social
housing (Ground 17, Schedule 2, Housing Act 1988). 

It is important for Slough Borough Council to
protect scarce housing resources. Any applicant
seeking to obtain housing by making a false or
misleading statement, failing to inform the council
of a material fact relevant to the outcome of their
application or of a change in circumstances, will
have their application immediately cancelled. 

The council will not hesitate to prosecute any
applicant(s) who have either been allocated a home
or applied for a home by using false or fraudulent
information. 

Deliberate worsening of circumstances

Where appropriate, a decision may be made to
exclude the applicant from the housing register,
where an applicant or member of the household
has deliberately worsened their circumstances in
order to gain priority. 

Members of the council, staff members and 
their relations

In order to ensure that the council is seen to be
treating all applicants fairly, any application for
housing or re-housing from members of the
council or employees of the council or associated
persons, must be disclosed. 

These applications will be assessed in the normal
way but any allocation of housing will require
specific approval by the service lead for strategic
housing services. 

Failure to disclose such matters as set out above,
will lead to the necessary disciplinary actions being
taken, as set out in the council’s governance and
policies.
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TENANTS INCENTIVE (MONEY TO MOVE) SCHEME POLICY 

Scope

Councils are permitted to develop and operate cash incentive schemes under 
Section 129 of the 1988 Housing Act and can determine the scheme criteria, grant 
level and methods of assessing eligibility for the scheme.

Slough Borough Council has a limited supply of family sized properties.  The council 
is committed to make best use of the available housing stock and this scheme 
provides an opportunity for Slough Borough Council tenants whose homes are too 
large for them to move to smaller alternative accommodation. The resulting vacancy 
can then be offered to a family in need on the council’s Housing Register.

Objectives of Scheme 

 Make best use of existing housing stock
 assist tenants to move to properties more suitable for their needs
 to encourage take up of the scheme from tenants who are subject to the 

Welfare Reform social sector size criteria and those in receipt of Discretionary 
Housing Payments

 to assist and encourage tenants  who are under-occupying their homes to 
move 

Eligibility

The Tenants Incentive Scheme is available to Slough Borough Council tenants who 
meet the following criteria:

 have a secure tenancy only 
 have kept their current home in good order. This includes decoration, repair 

and garden maintenance 
 occupy a family sized home and can downsize to a smaller property without 

being overcrowded
 have a clear rent account or where the arrears on the account can be paid off 

fully with the incentive payment 
 agree to provide vacant possession of their current property

Ineligibility 

Tenants who cannot be considered:

 are subject to a possession order
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 have rent arrears in excess of the incentive payment
 have re-chargeable repairs in excess of the incentive payment
 have not kept their home in good order including decoration, repair and 

garden maintenance 
 have previously received a Tenants Incentive Payment
 Tenants  who do not have a secure tenancy
 Tenants who succeed a tenancy under Ground 16, Schedule 2 of Housing Act 

1985 and are downsizing to a smaller property

Incentive Options 

 £2,000 per bedroom released 
 Vulnerable tenants may contact the Tenancy Sustainment Officer should they 

require further assistance or advice concerning a move into smaller 
accommodation

Application and Assessment 

 Tenants applying for the Tenants incentive (Money to Move) Scheme must 
complete a housing application form to join the housing register

 Tenants will be assessed in line with the Housing Allocations Scheme 
 The size, type and suitability of offers to qualifying tenants will be in line with 

the Housing Allocations Scheme 
 Tenants will be sent an acceptance letter once they have been accepted on to 

the housing register

Offers of Accommodation

 Offers of accommodation will be based on the following guidelines:

Applicants are entitled to a bedroom each for the following groups:
• single or co-habiting couple.
• any child over the age of 16 years.
• any two children of the same sex under the age of 16 years.
• any two children any sex aged under 10.
• a resident care worker.
• a disabled person who cannot share a bedroom.

Payment 

 Payment will be made by BACs into tenant/s bank account approximately 10 
working days after the keys to the vacated property have been returned. The 
tenant/s must complete a bank details form. 

 Payment will be minus any rent arrears on the account or re-chargeable 
repairs to the property once the tenancy has been terminated

 Payment will only be authorised following an inspection by the council of the 
vacated property
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Other information

 Tenants must be registered on the housing register before a move takes 
place for a payment to be authorised

 The council reserves the right to refuse your request subject to demand and 
availability of funding

 Tenants who have not maintained their home may be charged for any 
damage under the council’s recharge policy

 If your circumstances change after you have moved, the council’s Housing 
Allocation Scheme rules apply

How to apply

The scheme is administered by the Allocations Team:

 Contact by telephone on 01753 475111
 Download and complete the housing application form which can be found on 

our website at: https://www.slough.gov.uk/housing/how-to-apply.aspx
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SLOUGH BOROUGH COUNCIL

REPORT TO: Neighbourhoods and Community Services Scrutiny Panel

DATE: Wednesday, 3rd April 2019

CONTACT OFFICER:   John Griffiths, Service Lead Housing, Development and 
Contracts. 01753 875436 (For all Enquiries)

WARD(S):  All
PART I

FOR COMMENT AND CONSIDERATION

PROGRESS WITH IMPLEMENTATION OF HOUSING ASSET MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

1. Purpose of Report

The Scrutiny Panel is requested to consider a report which provides details of 
progress made on plans to expand low and medium rise housing.  

2. Recommendation(s)/Proposed Action

The Committee is requested to note and comment upon the report.

3a.    Slough Joint Wellbeing Strategy Priorities

4. Housing

Using financial modelling software, *1 the recently constituted Housing 
Development & Contracts client team are carrying out  data analysis of findings 
gained from the first year  delivery of the responsive repair service, under the new 
RMI contract, to augment and validate  the earlier planned maintenance priorities 
raised by the Dyson stock condition survey data and thereby inform and prioritise 
strategic asset management and investment decisions.

 For the first time, the APE model provides SBC with a robust evidence based 
methodology to allow objective identification and evaluation of HRA stock to 
strategize disposal of poorly performing homes or regenerate parts of the 
estate with affordable homes offering better utility and environmental 
performance in line with the Councils’ adopted Housing Asset Management 
Strategy.  

 As a result, over time, all our residents will live in good quality homes and the 
number of affordable homes lost by RTB will be gradually replaced. 

 Section 5 below outlines progress identifying existing blocks of purpose built 
flats where there is financial and technical scope for adding an additional 
storey or two to accommodate further one or two bedroom homes.

 1 *APE - Asset Performance Evaluation Model - a complex financial Excel spreadsheet designed by Savills 
property consultants, which uses discounted cash flow techniques to rank the relative Net Present Value 
(NPV) of the Council’s housing stock having regard to age, condition and location and their effect on the 
investment yield. ,
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3b. Five Year Plan Outcomes 

The Council’s Five Year Plan 2019-2024 sets out the aims and priorities of the
Council for the five year period and addresses the challenges that the Borough 
faces. Its stated aim is “Growing a place of opportunity and ambition”. 

By providing new high quality, sustainable homes the putative “Air-Space 
Development Strategy” will potentially contribute significantly to this aim by 
realising up to 1100 latent’1 and 2 bedroom homes, and  supports two of the five 
priority outcomes of:

 Slough will be an attractive place where people choose to live, work and stay
 Our residents will live in good quality homes

4. Other Implications

(a) Financial 

There are no un-planned management and consultants’ costs or financial 
implications of proposed action associated with the ongoing research & 
development. The scale of the development programme arising from the R&D will 
itself attract external funding which will be subject to further report within 6 months. 

(b) Risk Management 

Recommendation 
from section 2 
above

Risks/Threats/ 
Opportunities

Current Controls Score Future 
Controls

Economic/Financial

Normal major 
construction cost 
& development 
risks

Scheme 
approval on a 
project by 
project basis

12

Marginal 
impact.      

Very High 
probability

Fully funded 
programme to 
be planned 
and evaluated 
for sites 
showing 
technical & 
financial 
feasibility.

Political

Reputational risk 
to council owing 
to exercise of 
normal town 
planning process

Independence & 
transparency of 
the existing 
Town Planning 
Process

18

Critical  
impact.

Very High 
probability

HD&C to enter 
into a pre-
application 
protocol to 
take on board 
policy 
constraints

Health & Safety

Normal 
construction risk

Application of 
Construction 
Design & 
Management 
Regulations 
2015

18

Catastrophic  
impact.

Significant 
probability

Full decant of 
existing blocks 
of flats; policy 
to only carry 
out major 
works in 
unoccupied 
blocks
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Environment

Existing policies 
given lip service 
only.

SBC 
Environmental & 
Sustainability 
policy

15

Critical 
impact.      

High 
probability

Introduce the 
opportunity to 
meet The 
Code for 
Sustainable 
Homes 
assessment 
process

Legal/Regulatory

Uneconomical to 
meet necessary 
standards of 
additional fire 
safety and rescue 

Current 
compliance with 
FRA (Fire Risk 
Assessment)

12

Critical  
impact.

Significant 
probability

Rule out 
un-economic 
blocks at 
feasibility 
stage 

Management inc 
Contractual

Balance of risk 
sharing between 
SBC & Builder ill 
considered

Competitive 
tendering 
process

15

Critical  
impact.

High 
probability

Carefully 
consider 
contract & 
procurement 
strategy so 
best value 
achieved

(c) Human Rights Act and Other Legal Implications 

There are no Human Rights Act implications. 

Other legal implications are associated with normal design & development 
consideration under Town & Country Planning Acts, Health & Safety at Work Act, 
the Building Acts and regulations and orders thereunder; the Housing Acts and the 
Law of Property Act 1925 and regulations and orders thereunder related to title 
and leasehold management issues including service charges.
 
(d) Equalities Impact Assessment  

The proposal impacts disability groups in the respect that, by their nature, the 
development of new homes above ground level may present physical constraints 
to potential mobility disabled residents regarding gaining access to upper storeys.

This impact will be mitigated by the opportunity to simultaneously carry out mobility 
adaptation works within  ground floor flats decanted for refurbishment as part of 
the air-space development programme; thus effectively mitigating the impact.

In our overall assessment, the air-space development programme will incidentally 
provide a welcome stimulus to meeting the demand for more stock offering the 
opportunity for provision of independent disabled living space as part of the local 
community.
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5. Supporting Information

The existing HRA housing portfolio accounts for some 6100 homes in addition to 
which we have initially identified approximately 1128 latent homes that in principle 
could be accommodated within 355 blocks spread throughout the Borough. 

To give the programme an approximate order of magnitude, the construction value 
can be initially estimated at £115m based on £65k for a 1 bed unit and on £145k 
for a 2 bed unit excluding; V.A.T, Professional Fees and Preliminaries, such as 
scaffolding etc., and the associated refurbishments to the interior and exterior of 
each block to meet the putative “Decent Homes 2” standard which is expected to 
follow-on from “Grenfel”l and the recent publication of the green paper (“A new 
deal for social housing”) that sought views on the government’s vision for social 
housing providing safe, secure homes that help people get on with their lives.

Of the 355 blocks approximately 10% are two storey terraced or semi-detached 
buildings beneath pitched rooves currently arranged each as two purpose built 
self-contained flats, with external staircases. These architypes lend themselves to 
conversion of the existing loft space and may be re-modelled to incorporate the 
existing first floor to form a maisonette or to accommodate all three storeys to 
serve a variety of housing needs, including larger 5-6 bedroom family homes.

The “pipe-line” of 1128 units identified for “air-space development (“top-hattIng”) 
are currently expected to reduce in number as much as 60%, due to 
insurmountable technical or planning issues yielding some 400 additional homes 
created by the end of the programme. 

The final selection of block schemes which go forward to the production stages 
adheres to the need to meet  the following pre-qualification criteria sequentially.

a) Desk based mapping of satellite and street view images borough wide to 
correlate with CAPITA records to confirm prospects in-principle.

b) Satisfactory results to “APE” modelling – before and after effect of applying a 
theoretical building information model to assess the impact on the before and 
after NPV and OMV (Open Market Value) 

c) Rejection of prospects exceeding pre-determined criteria for Social Value, NPV 
& OMV scores, to identify the better performing stock to retain or dispose of 
further-on during 30 year forecast life cycle to produce reduced list of 
prospects.

d) Physical site inspection to validate building information model assumptions – 
leading to commissioning intrusive survey and outline scheme design using 
site measured survey of existing building and services in preparation for 
creation of BIM three dimensional computer aided design model to serve as 
baseline data to forecast building, maintenance and in use costs and justify 
funders’ revenue expectations to service development debt. Conduct first stage 
resident consultation on a scheme by scheme basis

e) For schemes passing stage (d) above progression through town planning pre-
application process to determine key policy considerations such a site density, 
massing and effect on neighbouring properties etc.
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f)  For schemes passing stage (e) above, progression to detailed town planning 
consideration and parallel development of detailed construction plans including 
evaluation of suitability to adopt volumetric modular building components.

g) Prepare fully costed programme based on BIM objects and arrange 
development funding in principle-trigger decants and CPO’s following second 
stage resident consultation.  

h) Construction procurement and implementation to programme time-line.

6. Comments of Other Committees

The report has not yet been considered by any other committees.

7. Conclusion

The Slough Housing Strategy 2016-2021 sets out in detail the context within which 
Slough will be building new homes. 

This prospective investment programme shows how SBC is innovating in the 
provision of new energy efficient affordable homes which can be created viably 
through making the Council’s housing assets work harder over their 30 year 
investment life. 

As a result of adopting an airspace development programme following completion 
of the R&D stages; SBC will be positioned to realise an overall improvement in 
investment performance from what otherwise be a portfolio of depreciating assets 
incurring ever larger maintenance and in-use cost that will exceed the income in 
perpetuity.

8.     Appendices Attached (if any) 

None.

9. Background Papers 

 https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/a-new-deal-for-social-housing
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MEMBERS’ ATTENDANCE RECORD

NEIGHBOURHOODS & COMMUNITY SERVICES SCRUTINY PANEL 2018 – 19

MEETING DATES

COUNCILLOR 25/06/2018 06/09/2018 01/11/2018 15/01/2019 28/02/2019 03/04/2019

N. Holledge P P Ap P P

Kelly Ap P P P P

S Parmar P P P P P

Plenty P P P P P

Rasib P P P P Ap

Sabah P P P P P

A Sandhu P P P Ap P

Shah P Ap P* P Ab

Wright P P P P P

P   = Present for whole meeting P*  = Present for part of meeting
Ap = Apologies given Ab = Absent, no apologies given
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